Mirrorlite® Overhead Demo Mirror Support Setup
Instructions
This document contains step-by-step instructions for setting up one of our Mirrorlite® support systems. Your kit
should include:
• Two (2) support stands
• Three (4) crossbar sections
• One (1) carrying case

Refer to Figure 1 for the items:
Step 1: Loosen the wing nut at the top of the support stand legs as shown in

Figure 2.
Step 2: Expand the legs so that the support stand will stand up on its own as depicted in Figure 3

and then tighten the wing nut.
Step 3: Open the flip locks on the light stand joints to allow the Mirrorlite® stand
sections to move freely. Raise and lower the sections of the stand to the
desired height, and close the flip locks to hold the sections in place. Refer toFigure 4

for a detailed look at these locks.
At this point, the support stand should stand on its own at you desired height, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Repeat steps 1 through 3 for the second support stand.
Step 4: Slide the silver end of a support bar section into the wider end of another support

section as shown in Figure 6.
Step 5: Rotate the support bar sections until the arrows on the white labels line up. Refer to Figure 7 for
details.

Figure 7
Repeat step 4 for the other support bar sections until you have a completed bar.
NOTE: If the arrows are not aligned properly during step 5, the background support system will not be
stable.
Step 5: Remove the wing nut at the top of both support stands.
Step 6: Place the assembled crossbar onto the tops of the support stands.

Refer to Figure 8

for details.

Step 7: Replace the wing nut at the top of the support stands and tighten until

the crossbar is secure as shown in Figure 9
Your Mirrorlite® support system is now setup and ready for use.
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